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The VIRUS is rooted in a nearly two-century old “germ theory” propagated by the statist Louis Pasteur.

The VIRUS has a back-door to your amygdala where it wreaks havoc with your sense of fear: breathe.

The VIRUS presents a tried-and-true, go-to mechanism for controlling the movements of the populace.

The VIRUS creates chaos that leads to a public reaction and eventual enforced order (Ordo ab Chao).

The VIRUS serves the interests of the psychopaths entrenched in the Rockefeller petrochemical fraud.

The VIRUS is: dead, but 'lives' on surfaces for days; named, but never isolated; flu-like, but deadly.

The VIRUS averages in size around 100 nm (.1 micron) while the pores of a mask are .3 microns (3x).

The VIRUS demands that you stand six-feet apart—except if you are a rioter, looter, or a policeman.

The VIRUS warrants a first-ever RNA vaccine even though the flu shot is 29% 'effective' (CDC, 2019).

The VIRUS must be 'contact-traced' by high-school-educated 18-year-olds ignorant of the Stasi (NY).

The VIRUS can be treated sometimes by the use of ventilators—a near-sure death sentence (near 90%).

The VIRUS says that a COVID-positive person crushed to death by a bookcase really died of COVID.

The VIRUS may not exhibit symptoms, but asymptomatic may be 'carriers' endangering others (WHO).

The VIRUS consists of 29,903 bases stitched together by multiple 'authors' who stand to make a mint.

The VIRUS came from a bat or lab or wet market or science fair; wait, the last was social distancing.

The VIRUS commands that you close your business because the health department will shut you down.

The VIRUS 'curve' must be flattened, retroactively based upon cases/deaths, not air/water/soil samples.

The VIRUS necessitates that you wear a mask three months after the end of flu season and indefinitely.

The VIRUS spreads at the beach, park, church, and local stores, but not at abortion clinics or Walmart.

The VIRUS was never seen under the light microscopes of Pasteur's time, but he postulated anyway.

The VIRUS appears as black dots on today's electron microscopes, but as a colored dog toy on CNN.

The VIRUS 'second wave' will be due to the 'crazy' protestors (i.e., the ones who wanted to go outside).

The VIRUS holds no respect for the 'terrain theory' of Pasteur's contemporary, Dr. Antoine Béchamp.

The VIRUS should read, “Béchamp or Pasteur?”, by Ethel Hume, to learn the brilliance of Béchamp. 
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